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Just keeps getting better and better!!!Just keeps getting better and better!!! This is the 14th book in the series, and every time I finish the newest book I

think that the next book tocome out can't possibly be any better than the one I just read, and then the new book

comes out and it is even better! I have absolutely no idea how IT Lucas does it, it's just amazing. I can't wait for the

next book to come out to see how Calypso and Brundar's story progresses, or what happens with Roni, and Jackson

and Tessa, and William, etc. It's so good that it could seriously be a tv series! Bring on book 15!!!!

Mind blown!Mind blown! I have read all 15 books in this series. In a week! I am obsessed. Out of the the characters Braundar was

the one that I was itching to know about! So mysterious! This is by far my favorite in the series! I can't wait to see how

his love with Callie progress. She better be a Dormant!! He deserves happiness! Please don't stop writing IT Lucas you

are amazing! My favorite writer of all time. I love see the events happen through each characters perspective what

they are thinking and feeling. I am addicted. It will make for a great TV series but I don't they can express the

emotion that are in the pages to the screen.

Brundar's story.Brundar's story.

The cold and stoic warrior is an enigma even to those closest to him. His secrets are about to unravel...
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